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Abstract 1 

Graded magnetic materials represent a promising new avenue in modern material science from 2 

both fundamental and application points of view. Over the course of the last few years, 3 

remarkable results have been obtained in (epitaxial) heterostructures based on thin alloy films 4 

featuring diverse compositional depth profiles. As a result of the precise tailoring of such 5 

profiles, the exchange coupling, and the corresponding effective or local Curie temperatures 6 

can be controlled over tens of nm with an excellent precision. This topical review article reports 7 

the most recent advances in this emerging research field. Several aspects are covered, but the 8 

primary focus lies in the study of compositional gradients being transferred into depth 9 

dependent magnetic states in ferromagnets, while also reviewing other experimental attempts 10 

to create exchange graded films and materials in general. We account for the remarkable 11 

progress achieved in each sample and composition geometry by reporting the recent 12 

developments and by discussing the research highlights obtained by several groups. Finally, 13 

we conclude the review article with an outlook on future challenges in this field.   14 
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1. Introduction 15 

Thin film systems exhibiting spatially dependent magnetic properties merged as an exciting 16 

research field showing promise for improving performances of many technological 17 

applications [1-7]. It is interesting to realize that the idea of structures with graded properties 18 

has its origin in nature, where they are commonly found as bones, teeth, skin, biological tissues, 19 

or plants [8-12]. While being artificially brought to far smaller length scales, such spatial 20 

nonuniformities were initially generated via self-assembly or segregation dynamics rather than 21 

by direct manufacturing design, providing a modest but sufficient level of control of the spatial 22 

variation of densities or compositions [13-16].  23 

A qualitative step forward became possible via the growth of materials that exhibit (sub) 24 

nm-scale depth-dependent profiles [17-20], which allowed for the creation of exact growth 25 

profiles along the thickness direction and not relying on segregation and phase separation. Such 26 

a depth-dependent grading concept was originally utilized in magnetic structures made of very 27 

sharp layering, for example in ferromagnetic / non-magnetic / ferromagnetic (FM/NM/FM) 28 

trilayers, a material system that led to one of the more fascinating and impactful advances in 29 

solid state physics, the discovery of giant magneto-resistance (GMR) [21,22]. GMR involves 30 

regions of device with tuneable relative directions of magnetization creating major differences 31 

in electrical resistance. It has had a tremendous impact on electronics, especially read heads in 32 

hard disk drives (HDD), where magnetically stored information can be read efficiently through 33 

distinct electrical signals [21-24]. Thanks to GMR and layer tunnelling magnetoresistance 34 

(TMR) [25], high capacity HDD are possible today [26,27].  35 

Hereby, significant advances have emerged from layered structured with sharp 36 

interfaces as discussed in detail in [28]. In most cases, the new physics and functionality arise 37 

from the discrete boundaries between disparate materials such as in the case of GMR or as in 38 

artificial FM/ heavy-metal multilayers [29-34] that are known to exhibit an out-of-plane easy 39 

magnetization axis due to their strong interfacial anisotropy. As such, another example are 40 

metamagnetic/ferromagnetic bilayer structures [35-40], which can exhibit a very steep 41 

temperature (T) dependence of the magnetic coercivity (HC), promoting them as good 42 

candidates for applications as recording media for heat assisted magnetic recording (HAMR) 43 

[41,42]. However, researchers have yet to find pathways to broadly tune the associated 44 

thermally activated transitions and by doing so achieve technological relevance. Moreover, 45 

such systems may be challenged by structures that naturally exhibit depth-dependent FM / 46 

antiferromagnetic (AFM) interfaces leading to extremely large dHC/dT gradients [43-46]. 47 
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However, class of heterogeneous material where the properties (e.g. composition, Curie 48 

temperature, magnetization) vary more gradually, which we refer to as graded materials, is the 49 

focus of this review.  50 

Here, we aim to report the state-of-the art of graded magnetic materials research field. 51 

The review begins by informing the reader within their historical technological evolution 52 

starting by exchange spring systems, which consist of anisotropic hard/soft ferromagnetic 53 

bilayers (Section 2). In Section 3 we focus on the closest precursor of exchange graded 54 

structures, which are multilayers where the magnetic anisotropy increases from layer to layer 55 

or even continuously. The fourth Section opens with the experimental evidence of NiCu linear 56 

exchange graded films exhibiting a ferromagnetic phase transition similar to what one would 57 

expect from a continuum of uncoupled ferromagnetic layers with distinct local Curie 58 

temperatures. Section 5 continues with the temperature decorrelation in NiCu graded 59 

interlayers and in epitaxial CoCr graded films. However, over short enough distances, a 60 

ferromagnetic system cannot be local and interlayer exchange coupling must start to dominate. 61 

Section 6 and Section 7 covers exactly this aspect, understanding the localization limit and its 62 

relevancy for applications in amorphous (Section 6) and single crystal (Section 7) graded 63 

structures. This Section will also review experimental characterization methods to confirm the 64 

material grading. Section 5 and 7 provides also examples of convenient material types that can 65 

be grown epitaxially with uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy in the film plane to achieve 66 

negligible in-plane demagnetization fields and thusly perform detailed and quantitative 67 

analysis. The eighth and final Section is dedicated to exploring the practical consequences of 68 

the above described findings, providing guidance to materials design for applications.  69 

2. Exchange Spring Media 70 

As already introduced, the depth-dependent grading concept was primarily employed in 71 

magnetic systems that were consisting of abrupt layering. In this context, an interesting 72 

material-type structure are exchange-spring ferromagnets, which are systems that are formed 73 

by soft and hard magnetic layers (or phases) that are exchange-coupled at their interface [47]. 74 

Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) show a simplified depth profile of the relevant magnetic properties, 75 

changing abruptly at the interface between the two layers. This thin-film sample architecture 76 

was firstly devised by Goto et al. already in 1965 [48] and then proposed in 1991 by Kneller 77 

and Hawig [5] for application in permanent magnet. The coupled bilayer configuration led to 78 

an enhanced (BH) energy product especially if compared to the values of the constituting 79 

phases [6,49,50]. In fact, this approach offered several potential advantages over the 80 
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conventional development of single high-anisotropy materials with high saturation 81 

magnetization MS and Curie temperature TC [51,52], since the spatial anisotropy variation 82 

becomes the relevant tuning parameter. Moreover, exchange-spring ferromagnets have the 83 

additional benefit of reducing the rare-earth content when the hard phase is a rare-earth 84 

transition-metal phase. In the past years, numerous scientific investigations have been 85 

instrumental for the derivation of optimized parameters of the magnetically soft and hard 86 

regions [53-56], by using a material approach in which different model systems were 87 

investigated in terms of detailed structural and magnetic characterizations [57-59]. In addition, 88 

the optimum interface structure is being explored and it was found that a graded interface 89 

between the hard and soft layer can further enhance the properties [60].   90 

Exchange-spring ferromagnets have also become important test systems for the study 91 

of non-collinear magnetism, since the application of a magnetic field of sufficient strength 92 

could lead to the formation of non-collinear spiral-like structure in the soft magnetic material, 93 

as depicted in Fig. 1(c) [61,62]. Indeed, based on this reversible rotation of the magnetic 94 

moments of the soft layer, Kneller and Hawig created the “exchange spring” term in analogy 95 

with the mechanics of a spring [5]. 96 

The associated magnetization reversal curve of an exchange-spring magnet is 97 

schematically depicted in Fig. 1(d). In the high field regime, the system exhibits, throughout 98 

the entire bilayer, a uniform magnetization state parallel to the field direction and so it behaves 99 

as a single-phase material. Once the external magnetic field is reversed, the saturated state 100 

becomes unstable at a magnetic field denoted as Hex and undergoes vertically magnetization 101 

rotations, which culminates in the formation of a spiral-like magnetic structures in the soft 102 

phase [63,64]. As the reverse field strength increases, compresses at the interface, and finally 103 

triggers the magnetization reversal of the hard magnetic material. The latter process starts 104 

rather abruptly at the irreversible field Hirr, leading to a drop in the magnetization that is 105 

highlighted in red in Fig. 1(d). Therefore, the M(H) curve for bilayer spring magnets contain 106 

two characteristic transitions [7], which are very different in their nature. Since the soft and 107 

hard phases are only exchange coupled at the interface, the reorientation of the soft layer is 108 

fully reversible between Hex < H  < Hirr, undergoing a second-order phase transition, whereas 109 

the magnetization of the hard layer changes its direction irreversibly, and it occurs as a first-110 

order phase transition.  111 

Both the corresponding theoretical description and further experimental realization of 112 

exchange spring magnets provided a convenient model system for developing precise spatial 113 

control of the magnetic properties in multilayer systems, resulting in the tailor of the hysteresis 114 
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loop characteristics in a wide range by for instance controlling the relative thickness of the 115 

magnetically hard and soft layers [35, 65-68]. In fact, by increasing (decreasing) the thickness 116 

of the soft (hard) layer, the magnetization reversal curve of the bilayer system would become 117 

typical of two independent layers material, as the two sample regions would magnetically 118 

reverse independently and irreversibly at different magnetic fields. Further interest in this 119 

multilayer stacking approach were driven by the proposal of exploiting magnetic anisotropy 120 

graded materials, supported by theoretical predictions that they could prove advantageous for 121 

data storage technology [20,69-75]. In the following Section we will focus on this specific 122 

material type structures. 123 

3. Graded anisotropy spring media 124 

More recently, an innovation that goes beyond bilayer systems is the concept of continuously 125 

varying the magnetic anisotropy along the growth direction or thickness z. Such pre-designed 126 

depth dependent structures aimed to achieve a field driven magnetization reversal state that is 127 

non-collinear in its nature [73-75], and so overcoming a major technological problem [15]. The 128 

switching field can indeed potentially be decreased to an arbitrarily small value while keeping 129 

the energy barrier constant to thermal reversal sufficiently high [73], thus allowing writability 130 

and thermal stability to be separately optimized. Specifically, anisotropy depth profiles that 131 

decreases as a function of 1/z2 theoretically provide the largest switching field reduction, 132 

especially once compared to layered materials with similar thermal stability values. As such, 133 

anisotropy graded materials, which can be considered as a progression of exchange spring 134 

media, are a recent technologically relevant example, for which a very specific smoothly 135 

graded structure was proposed and utilized as HDD applications.  136 

The basic principle of graded anisotropy spring media is illustrated in Fig. 2. Under 137 

zero applied magnetic field, two stable states with equal energy exist corresponding to opposite 138 

magnetization orientation. By assuming one of the two as the initial equilibrium direction for 139 

the magnetization, the reversal occurs when the local minimum at which the system is initially 140 

placed becomes a saddle point. This happens by applying a magnetic field opposite to the initial 141 

magnetization orientation, which reduces the barrier separating the metastable state and the 142 

stable state to zero, upon which the magnetization ‘jumps’ to the new state via a switching 143 

mechanism. In graded anisotropy spring media, due to the introduction of magnetic layers with 144 

different magnetic anisotropy constants, the slope of the energy landscape decreases, as 145 

depicted on the bottom right side of Fig. 2. Consequently, the energy landscape gets stretched 146 

in the horizontal direction, while the thermal barrier remains mostly unaltered, and therefore 147 
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the required magnetic field strength to switch the magnetic state can be reduced and designed 148 

to match the technological needs. As such, graded anisotropy spring materials are a recent 149 

technologically relevant example of depth-dependent grading concept, for which a very 150 

specific smoothly magnetic anisotropy structure was proposed and utilized. Stimulated by these 151 

promising results, numerous research groups have been successful in fabricating graded 152 

anisotropy media, including exploiting different growth temperatures [76-79], post-growth 153 

annealing and diffusion [80-83], different working gas pressures [84], composition gradients 154 

[85-88], modulated layer thickness in multilayers [20,89], ion irradiation effects in soft/hard 155 

bilayers [90,91] and ion implantation of specific ions [92]. Some of these fabrication 156 

procedures are indeed rather complex and, because of their complexity, these graded anisotropy 157 

materials have not, as yet, achieved significant technological relevance.  158 

Nevertheless, the successful creation of vertically graded anisotropy profiles provided 159 

remarkable insights towards unveiling novel functionalities associated with the spatial control 160 

of the modified energetic terms in such systems. 161 

4. Exchange graded structures 162 

More recent studies have demonstrated that not only magnetic anisotropy gradients can be 163 

realized and explored along the thickness, but that it is also possible to achieve continuous 164 

modification of the exchange coupling constant (J) parallel to the growth direction. Marcellini 165 

et al. [18] took advantage of finite size effects in high quality Fe(001)/V(001) multilayers to 166 

design nanoscale modification of J. The Fe layers had distinct effective TC due to the different 167 

thicknesses ranging from 2 to 3 monolayers, whereas the thickness of the V interlayers was 168 

kept constant to ensure fixed magnitude and sign of the interlayer coupling. The influence of 169 

the TC distribution triggered unexpected temperature dependence of the magnetization of such 170 

coupled layered magnets, suggesting the presence of a vertically moveable quasi-phase 171 

boundary dividing FM from paramagnetic (PM) regions [18]. 172 

A qualitative step forward from this layered graded materials design was made by 173 

LeGraët et al. [93], which explored materials that are derived from smoothly changing the 174 

chemical doping density during growth, similarly that in graded seed layers, where the 175 

composition was gradually changed to relieve strain and lattice mismatch for the epitaxial 176 

growth of relaxed and low-dislocation-density layers [94-96]. Ref. 93 demonstrated the 177 

feasibility of a movable AFM - FM phase boundary in Ir- and Pd- doped FeRh films [93]. Such 178 

horizontal AFM-FM “domain-wall” could move gradually in position throughout the layer by 179 

increasing or decreasing the temperature, affecting the magnetisation and electric resistivity of 180 
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the compositional-graded FeRh layer to be controlled and exploited for novel device 181 

applications [93]. 182 

This quasi-phase boundary mobility was deeper investigated in linear doping profiles 183 

to yield fine control over the FM - PM phase transition in terms of both temperatures ranges 184 

and space distribution [97]. In Ref. 97 a (111) textured Nix(z)Cu1-x(z) thin alloy film with a linear 185 

variation of the Cu dopant concentration along the thickness was studied as a model system. 186 

Hereby, it is important to remind that the TC can be tuned by alloying the FM with a NM 187 

material [98,99], which is typically related to the increase of the NM material in the alloy. By 188 

inducing systematic variations in composition, as performed in Ref. 97, it was possible to 189 

achieve and tailor the NiCu alloy system to exhibit a predefined depth dependent J profile along 190 

the growth direction, as depicted in Fig. 3(a). More importantly, this showed that such 191 

nanoscale materials behave as composed of virtually independent ferromagnetic (sub-)layers, 192 

so that each local J value generates a “local” Curie temperature (T̃C) [97], despite, from a 193 

thermodynamic perspective, a ferromagnetic material should exhibit only one single TC 194 

[100,101]. The type of sample of Ref. 97 allowed moreover to map the temperature-dependent 195 

ferromagnetic state onto a depth-dependent spatial profile, as shown in Fig. 3(b) and 3(c), 196 

which was confirmed both experimentally and theoretically [97]. As a consequence of such 197 

acquired spatial nature of the ferromagnetic state, a quasi-phase boundary emerges separating 198 

ordered from disordered magnetic regions within the same ferromagnetic sample, which can 199 

be altered controllably and reversibly by temperature [97].  200 

5. Thermomagnetic switch via graded interlayer exchange coupling 201 

Interlayer exchange coupling (IEC) is one of the key fundamental characteristics of artificially 202 

layered systems [102,103], important for applications in information processing and storage 203 

[104]. In many cases it influences the magnetic order and the magnetization switching under 204 

externally applied fields [105] or spin-polarized currents [106-108]. The IEC is oscillatory as 205 

a function of the NM spacer thickness [109-111], and it can be varied between 206 

antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic-like coupling type, while being fixed during fabrication 207 

by selecting a specific NM spacer thickness [112]. For instance, once the coupling is set to be 208 

antiferromagnetic, an external magnetic field is necessary to change the state of the structure 209 

to be parallel. It would be highly desirable to devise a material where the IEC could gain 210 

controllability by varying an external physical parameter. Anderson and Korenivski [113,114] 211 

devised a system made of strong / weak / strong ferromagnetic trilayer (hereinafter 212 

FM/fm/FM), where the fm spacer has a lower TC than the FM outer layers. By heating such 213 
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trilayer structure above the TC (fm), the outer FM layers can be exchange-decoupled, so that 214 

their parallel alignment below TC (fm) can be switched to antiparallel above TC (fm) in a 215 

reversible way. This material concept opened new perspectives for the thermal control of the 216 

IEC, for instance by resistive heating generated by an electric current [113,114].  217 

Kravets et al. [115] made significant progress in this field by replacing the homogenous 218 

fm interlayer by an exchange coupling strength graded spacer. The corresponding sample 219 

structure is illustrated in Fig. 4(a), consisting of a Py layer that is exchanged bias by an AFM 220 

Ir20Mn80 layer, of a Nix(z)Cu1-x(z) graded spacer, and of a second Py layer on top, resulting in 221 

asymmetric AFM/FM/graded-spacer/FM system. The J profile of the spacer is depicted in the 222 

same Fig. 4(a) as red line, which follows a bathtub-like structures. Such profile was proposed 223 

to minimize the ferromagnetic proximity effect at the FM/graded-spacer interfaces by means 224 

of the reduced Ni concentration at such interfaces, and consequently improving the thermal 225 

control of the switching behaviour of the multilayer material [115,116]. The so-called 226 

thermomagnetic switching was demonstrated by following a specific measurement procedure 227 

in Ref. [115] (i) the samples were first heated just above the critical temperature of the central 228 

region of the graded spacer material TC*, but below any significant thermally induced reduction 229 

of the exchange bias (ii) a magnetic field was applied in the film plane opposite to the pinning 230 

direction (iii) the temperature was gradually decreased down to room temperature (RT) while 231 

measuring the in-plane magnetization amplitude. It is important to highlight that the central 232 

region of the Nix(z)Cu1-x(z) spacer, while crossing its TC
* during cooling, undergoes its PM - FM 233 

phase transition, as depicted in Fig. 4(b). As a result, the spacer acts as an exchange spring of 234 

increasing strength, which rotates the free Py layer during the cooling from being along the 235 

bias field toward the pinning direction. Such thermomagnetic switching demonstrated in Ref. 236 

[115,116] offers the significant advantage of highly tuneable TC
* , which is not linked to the 237 

Néel temperature TN of the AFM [117]. Furthermore, the FM-PM transition is typically fully 238 

reversible and therefore does not suffer from training-like effects typical of exchange-biased 239 

FM/AFM interfaces [118]. 240 

This route to novel materials design was taken further with the accomplishment of 241 

continuous compositional gradients being transferred into depth-dependent magnetic states in 242 

single layer ferromagnets [119]. The key goal was to investigate whether a T̃C depth profiles, 243 

as the one of Ref. 97, could be utilized to modify the magnetization reversal within one single 244 

ferromagnetic graded material. Ref. 119 selected CoCr alloys as test material, since the 245 

corresponding magnetic properties can be easily tuned by changing the Cr doping 246 

concentration [120,121]. Moreover, the alloy forms a stable solid solution in a wide Cr range 247 
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while preserving the original hcp crystal structure of pure Co to make magnetostatic energy 248 

irrelevant [98]. It was devised and studied a series of epitaxial symmetric graded CoCr samples, 249 

whose layer growth sequence is shown in Figure 5(a), with the maximum Cr content xc (with 250 

xc ranging from 0.25 to 0.32) at the centre of the graded structure, as depicted in Fig. 5(b). The 251 

magnetometry characterization revealed a temperature- and composition-dependent 252 

magnetization reversal process, with a fully correlated magnetic structure with one step 253 

switching behaviour for temperatures below the T̃C (xc) of the central high Cr doping region, 254 

whereas a two-step switching above this temperature.  255 

As an example, in the following we discuss in detail the results obtained for the sample 256 

with xc = 0.28. Cu-Kα x-ray diffraction measurements, shown in Fig. 5(c), confirmed the 257 

epitaxial growth quality [98,119], corroborated by the absence of signals corresponding to non-258 

epitaxial crystal orientations and thus demonstrating the excellent crystallographic order 259 

[98,119]. The in-plane uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy behaviour was verified by 260 

Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) measurements. Specifically, RT magnetization 261 

reversals were measured for various orientations of the in-plane applied magnetic field β with 262 

respect to the c-axis [98,119]. The results are displayed in Figure 5(d) as color-coded 263 

magnetization maps, which confirm the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy with the c-axis being the 264 

preferential magnetization axis. This was further corroborated by the good agreement between 265 

the measurement and the least-squares fit [Fig. 5(e)], which was performed by using a simple 266 

macrospin model [98]. The combination of VSM and MOKE experimental techniques [119], 267 

shown in Fig. 5(f), allowed to determine that the sample is not anymore magnetically correlated 268 

throughout the entire thickness at room temperature, due to the magnetic phase change of the 269 

central Co1-x(z)Crx(z) layer [119], resembling a system made up of two exchange decoupled 270 

magnetic layers with distinct switching fields [122]. To better visualize these experimental data 271 

and especially the different switching regimes, Figure 5(g) show as color-coded maps the 272 

normalized magnetization M/MS as a function of temperature and the reduced field h = (H-273 

H̅S)/ H̅S, with H̅S being the average of the two switching fields: for T > 260 K the reversal 274 

occurs in two steps, indicated by the triangular-shaped (green) area, whereas for T < 260 K a 275 

single step switching is observed, in very good agreement with the transition temperature of x 276 

= 0.28 uniform alloys [123]. 277 

The direct measurement of such temperature dependent decorrelation was performed 278 

by polarized neutron reflectometry (PNR) [119], whose results are summarized in Figures 5(k) 279 

and 5(l). PNR unambiguously demonstrated that the xc = 0.28 graded sample promotes a 280 
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transition from one-step to two-step reversal behaviour for temperatures T > 260 K, indicating 281 

a transition from a fully correlated magnetic film structure to an uncoupled system containing 282 

effectively two independent magnetic sublayers. Therefore, rationally designed composition 283 

profiles can be envisioned to achieve desired temperature and field dependencies by facilitating 284 

collective or noncollective magnetic behaviour [119]. 285 

6. Magnetic proximity effects in amorphous J graded systems 286 

Having established in Section 4 the existence of internal quasi-phase boundaries separating 287 

ordered from disordered magnetic regions within the same ferromagnetic graded sample, it 288 

became important to evaluate whether such FM-PM interfaces may be atomically sharp or 289 

instead exhibit a specific extension. Indeed, in general, at the interface formed by a magnetic 290 

and non-magnetic material, the magnetic order can drastically influence the properties of the 291 

non-magnetic component [124-126]. It is typically observed in layered structures, where one 292 

component is FM or AFM and the other is PM or has a lower ordering temperature [127]. In 293 

FM-PM systems a magnetization can be induced in the PM material and in FM-FM or FM-294 

AFM systems the critical temperature (TC or TN) can be modified [128-130]. The induced 295 

magnetization can in turn result in non-oscillatory interlayer exchange coupling across metallic 296 

spacers [131] as well as spring-magnetic behaviour and long range exchange bias through 297 

paramagnetic layers [129].  298 

This proximity effect is usually short-ranged [126,127,132]. For example, in Fe/V 299 

multilayer systems the magnetic moment in the V has an exponential decay length of 300 

approximately 0.3 nm [132] but by replacing the V with FeV the decay length could be 301 

extended to 1.7 nm [133]. A larger proximity effect can be achieved in high susceptibility 302 

paramagnets such as Pd and Pt, where the induced magnetization can extend up to a few nm 303 

[134-136]. However, Ref. 128 has shown that in amorphous heterostructures the effect can 304 

extend to several tens of nm into the nonmagnetic material. This is achieved by tuning the 305 

composition of the amorphous alloys such that the TC can be easily controlled without 306 

significantly affecting the interface structure [137]. In addition, the material density 307 

modulations in such disordered alloys could contribute to enlarge the proximity effect 308 

extension [138].  309 

Following the previous findings, K. A. Thórarinsdóttir et al. [139] explored amorphous 310 

multilayers that are composed of alternating high- and low- J (TC) materials by a combination 311 

of magnetometry and PNR. The investigated samples structure is schematically shown in Fig. 312 

6(a), consisting of a 2-nm thick Al70Zr30 buffer layer, a multilayer made of [Co85(Al70Zr30)15 (1 313 
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nm) / Co60(Al70Zr30)40 (5 nm)]N , and a 3-nm thick Al70Zr30 capping layer. The RT growth, 314 

choice of compositions, and the use of an Al70Zr30 buffer layer ensured sharp interfaces and 315 

amorphous films [140,141]. The corresponding exchange depth profile is depicted in Fig. 6(b), 316 

with a low value of J corresponding to the Co60(Al70Zr30)40 layers and the high J value to 317 

Co85(Al70Zr30)15 layers. If grown separately, the difference in Co content would result in 318 

different TC of the two stoichiometries. In fact, the Co85(Al70Zr30)15 has an ordering temperature 319 

that is well above RT, whereas Co60(Al70Zr30)40 has a far smaller TC as shown by the illustration 320 

in Fig. 6(c). Below their ordering temperatures, both systems are ferromagnetic with the 321 

magnetization of the layer Co60(Al70Zr30)40 being significantly lower than that of 322 

Co85(Al70Zr30)15 in a significant temperature range. However, once the two different AlZr 323 

doped Co layers are grown amorphously in a multilayer form, Thórarinsdóttir et al. [139] 324 

demonstrated that, for temperatures between the two ordering temperatures, proximity effects 325 

can induce an almost constant magnetization with a remarkably long extension in the 326 

Co60(Al70Zr30)40 paramagnetic material. PNR measurements showed the presence of an 327 

interface region of smoothly varying magnetization between the individual layers, with the 328 

ordering temperature of the 5 nm thick Co60(Al70Zr30)40 layers being enhanced. Above such 329 

temperature, a magnetically ordered state with a very large extension was observed in the 330 

multilayer paramagnetic regions. The amorphous nature of the multilayer structure and the 331 

selected composition range of the films were proposed to explain this large extension of the 332 

proximity effect through the 5 nm thick Co60(Al70Zr30)40 [142]. In fact, the inherent local 333 

variation in the concentration of the magnetic element within the amorphous alloy means that 334 

it will inevitably have local variations in TC with interconnected regions of high and low 335 

magnetic coupling strength [143].  336 

These results demonstrate the complexity of magnetic proximity effects in amorphous 337 

metals and how they can fundamentally alter the behaviour of such materials in layered 338 

structures. Much is still unknown about the nature of the induced magnetization and the 339 

potential for controlling its size and extension with parameters other than temperature. Indeed, 340 

magnetic proximity effects must be considered in the design of magnetic structures at the 341 

nanoscale. For example, we have shown in Section 4 that systematic variation of the exchange 342 

coupling strength can be used to create systems that exhibit “local” Curie temperatures. Such 343 

localization of thermodynamic behaviour is however largely dependent on the inherent spatial 344 

resolution of magnetic properties. Specifically, over short enough distances, interlayer 345 

exchange coupling must start to dominate the effects of the compositional gradient. 346 
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Understanding this localization limit is important for potential applications, as it dictates the 347 

length scale, below which graded material design stops being feasible. 348 

7. Magnetic localization limit in J modulated single crystal ferromagnets 349 

Although Ref. [97] demonstrated that the local Curie temperature T̃C of a graded structure can 350 

be continuously varied via compositional gradients over tens of nm, over very short distances 351 

an itinerant ferromagnetic system should not exhibit in principle purely local properties and 352 

the exchange coupling along the z-axis should start to dominate the effects of any 353 

compositional gradient. To study this limit, Ref. 144 has employed CoRu alloy structures, 354 

specifically an oscillatory compositional depth profile produced by a “triangular” Ru content 355 

profile exploring different oscillation periods λ. By changing λ, the authors aimed to explore 356 

the lowest limit of transferring compositional effects into modulated magnetic states. The Ru 357 

concentration x was linearly decreased from 0.31 to 0.21, and subsequently increased linearly 358 

back to 0.31 in each period. A series of such “triangular” graded Co1-x(z)Rux(z) epitaxial thin 359 

films were grown on top of a Si/Ag/Cr/CrRu layer sequence with λ = 10 and 20 nm [Figure 360 

7(a)] [98,145]. CoRu alloy was selected for this study as it is a very simple ferromagnet with 361 

easily tuneable magnetic properties [98,146-149]. Further, CoRu can be grown with the hcp 362 

crystal structure and (101̅0) orientation to have an in-plane easy axis [98,99,150-152]. CoRu 363 

was also chosen because Ru brings contrast advantages for subsequent PNR measurements 364 

[153]. 365 

 Cu Kα x-ray diffraction measurements confirmed the epitaxial growth quality, as 366 

shown in Fig. 7(b), demonstrating excellent crystallographic order. Figure 7(c) and 7(d) display 367 

as color-coded maps the RT normalized magnetization M/MS data as a function of the magnetic 368 

field strength µ0H and the field angle β for both λ = 10 nm (c) and 20 nm (d). These data sets 369 

were assembled as described in Ref. 144. Both experimental maps indicate that the samples 370 

exhibit uniaxial in-plane anisotropy with the easy axis coinciding with the c-axis, corroborated 371 

by the excellent agreement with the least-squares fits to a macrospin model [98] of Figure 7(e) 372 

and 7(f). The temperature-dependent easy-axis magnetizations M(T) were measured in a 5 mT 373 

in-plane field and are shown in Fig. 7(g), together with the M(T) curves of homogenous 374 

reference Co0.69Ru0.31 and Co0.71Ru0.21 samples. The uniform x = 0.21 sample exhibits a much 375 

larger TC than the uniform x = 0.31 sample, with the modulated λ = 10 nm and λ = 5 nm curves 376 

falling in between. Values of TC [154] were estimated TC = 230 K for x = 0.31 and TC = 560 K 377 

for x = 0.21 [144], generally consistent with Ref. 98. The magnetic modulation of the λ = 10 378 

nm and λ = 5 nm samples was confirmed by PNR [144]. Figures 8(a) and 8(c) display the R++ 
379 
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and R- -  reflectivities for the λ = 10 nm (a) and λ = 5 nm (c) both measured at T = 50 K. The 380 

data exhibit pronounced spin-dependent oscillations as a function of Q together with the 381 

multilayer Bragg peaks near Q = π / λ, marked by black arrows, indicating the high degree of 382 

coherence in the structural and magnetic layering. Very good agreement was found between 383 

the data and the fit, which yielded the nuclear scattering depth profile ρN and magnetic depth 384 

profile that are shown in Figures 8(b) and 8(d) as black and red lines respectively [144]. 385 

Therefore, PNR verified that continuous compositional gradients can be used to generate 386 

continuous magnetic modulation profiles even on length scales very close to the ferromagnetic 387 

exchange length.  388 

To compare the experimental results with theoretical expectations, the magnetization 389 

modulation was calculated, following a previous work [97], for a model system that mimics 390 

the experimental one in the framework of the mean-field approximation (MFA) of the Ising 391 

model [144]. Figure 8(e) depicts the unit cell used for calculations, while the intrinsic modelled 392 

exchange strength profile is shown in Fig. 8(f), which features the triangular exchange profile 393 

of the samples. In Ref. 144 it was conveniently defined the normalized local Curie temperature 394 

modulation ΔtC = TC
max- TC

min TC
max⁄  as a figure of merit for quantitatively describing variation in 395 

TC, and an exchange delocalization distance in absolute units, ddl = 2Ndl, where N is half the 396 

number of layers over which the exchange interaction is extended. Figure 8(g) shows the MFA 397 

calculated ΔtC for λ = 5 nm (orange lines) and λ = 10 nm (blue lines). As ddl approaches zero, 398 

the individual layers become progressively more isolated, and ΔtC for both λ converge to the 399 

value expected for the uniform reference samples (ΔtC = 0.59 [144]). As the delocalization 400 

distance ddl increases, the layers become increasingly more coupled, the magnetization profiles 401 

become more homogeneous, and ΔtC approaches zero. Experimental values of ΔtC as 402 

determined from PNR are depicted as open symbols in Fig. 8(g) [144], and notably, they 403 

intersect the horizontal axis at nearly the same value of ddl for both λ. Yellow shading in Fig. 404 

8(g) indicates the range of possible values of ddl based on the model of Ref. 144 and fitting 405 

uncertainty, demonstrating that the delocalization distance is less than approximately 3 nm and 406 

may be less than 1 nm if the samples are indeed more locally perfect than they appear to PNR, 407 

smaller than the magnetostatic exchange length for pure Co lex≈ 4 nm [155].  408 

Therefore, the work presented in Ref. 144 has shown that for virtually any modulated 409 

ferromagnetic system, nonlocal materials properties are likely insignificant over length scales 410 

greater than ≈ 3 nm, where the thermodynamic behaviour can be described in terms of local 411 
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properties. [144,150]. In addition to being fundamentally interesting, this degree of localization 412 

has important implications for devices and materials development [156].  413 

8. Conclusions and Outlook 414 

This review highlights the still emerging graded magnetic material research field, describing 415 

its development from the first attempts to verify the functional concept in exchange spring 416 

magnet [5] to the realization of continuous composition gradients that translates into 417 

continuous local Curie temperature gradients at the nm length scales [144,150]. The developed 418 

material platform and related findings have practical consequences by demonstrating that down 419 

to few nanometres [144], many aspects of magnetic properties can be predicted by using a local 420 

picture, including a local TC description. Despite such outstanding progress, many questions 421 

remain unanswered. For instance, the role of the internal PM-FM quasi-phase boundaries, that 422 

are expected to be increasingly important when reducing film thickness, requires the joint 423 

action of thin film preparation, exhaustive magnetic characterization, and theoretical modelling 424 

to delineate its impact into the critical behaviour close to TC.  425 

On the other hand, most of the work has been carried out on graded magnetic systems 426 

that were grown on ideally flat substrates, and as a result the demagnetizing fields are strongly 427 

suppressed in the surface of the film. However, in the case of ferromagnetic films with a given 428 

anisotropic roughness in the surface, the demagnetizing fields could lead to an additional 429 

magnetic anisotropy that depends on the surface patterning [157]. One could envision to 430 

fabricate graded magnetic films with tuneable anisotropy, that might acquire a depth dependent 431 

profile and could have potential applications in spin-logic circuits and/or spin ice systems.  432 

Actually, the competition between perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (favouring a 433 

perpendicular magnetisation state) and demagnetizing fields (favouring an in-plane 434 

magnetisation state) is the responsible of the magnetic reorientation transition in thin magnetic 435 

films [158]. In graded magnetic materials, though, the actual ferromagnetic film thickness can 436 

be varied with temperature within one single sample and consequently the demagnetizing fields 437 

can be actively modified. Therefore, graded magnetic films should allow for a very significant 438 

tuning of the reorientation transition, because the actual depth-dependence of the magnetic 439 

state can be changed.  440 

Moreover, the dynamic magnetic properties have still to be explored. In this regard, 441 

spin-wave (SW) is a topic of extensive research [159-161], which targets magnons to find 442 

alternatives for standard computing technology [162-164]. The SW band structure can be 443 

enriched with the artificial modulation of the magnetic media [165-169]. Recently, it has been 444 
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experimentally proven that SWs in FM thin films can exhibit a frequency non-reciprocity due 445 

to the interfacial Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (DMI) [170], opening new functionalities 446 

for magnon-based devices [171-173]. Such frequency non-reciprocity can be also induced by 447 

dipolar interaction, as for instance in FM films where the spatial symmetry is broken along the 448 

thickness [174,175], suggesting that non-reciprocity could be extended to FM layers exhibiting 449 

magnetic graduation along their thickness. Gallardo et al. [176] have recently made progress 450 

in this field, developing a theoretical approach to study and predict spin-wave dynamics of 451 

magnetization-graded ferromagnetic films. The proposed sample structure is depicted in Fig. 452 

9(a), where the magnetization changes linearly along the film thickness as displayed in Fig. 453 

9(b). It was interestingly found that the SW dispersion can be significantly modified, and that 454 

the degree of magnetization grading induces and controls the frequency non-reciprocity of two 455 

counter propagating spin waves. This is shown in the illustrative graph of Fig. 9(c), where two 456 

Damon–Eshbach (DE) modes, carrying the same k-vector, are found to precess at two different 457 

frequencies [176]. The findings of Ref. 176 opens therefore un unexplored design route for any 458 

technology, whose performances are impacted by such frequency difference Δf = f(k) – f(-k), 459 

since Δf can now be accessed as a material tuning parameter by properly design the 460 

magnetization depth profile. 461 

Future work in graded magnetic materials will also focus on thin film technology, 462 

which has been a core component of the information age. Although it has reached a high level 463 

of refinement, the hardware limitations imposed on HDD evolution have stimulated the 464 

development of other solutions for data storage such for instance strings of magnetic domains 465 

within nanowires [177], or the so-called Skyrmions, i.e., non collinear arrays of magnetic 466 

moments on the nanoscale [178]. At interfaces between magnetic layers and heavy metals [Fig. 467 

10(a)] DMI can be strong enough to stabilize non-collinear spin textures or Skyrmions  [179].  468 

However, any real multilayer presents imperfections at each interface that can strongly affect 469 

the Skyrmion existence, characteristic, and reproducibility. Likewise, interfaces are the only 470 

portions that can be influenced in such multilayer structures, inherently limiting the total active 471 

contributions to a small fraction of the entire material. Thusly, it can be envisioned an 472 

innovative approach by means of graded magnetic metamaterials hosting pre-defined 473 

composition structures, mimicking the expansion of an interface hosting DMI into the entirety 474 

of the bulk of the film [Fig. 10(a)], and as such making a “pure” all-interface-metamaterial. 475 

Fig. 10(b) shows an exemplary ferromagnetic alloy layers with specific asymmetric and 476 

periodic compositional depth profiles, in which the spatial inversion symmetry is broken along 477 

the normal direction solely by the composition profile, which will give rise to designed 478 
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distribution of DMI. Such compositional profile could also be engineering in terms of its 479 

periodicity, amplitude, and shape. By doing so nanoscale design rules could be created to 480 

control the characteristic of non collinear spin textures, as depicted in the Fig. 10(c), in which 481 

the dimension of a Skyrmion is controlled by the compositional periodicity.  482 

All in all, there is plenty of room to develop and exploit the intriguing properties of 483 

graded magnetic materials calling for intense interdisciplinary work, from modelling, 484 

magnonics, and surface science measurements to the chemical design of new suitable 485 

composition profiles. 486 
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Figure captions 

FIG. 1.(a) schematic showing the saturation magnetization MS depth profile, while (b) displays 491 

the magnetic anisotropy K for an exemplary exchange spring structure. (c) Illustration of an 492 

exchange-spring state in a hard-magnetic/soft-magnetic bilayer at the blue dot in (d). (d) 493 

Exemplar magnetization reversal curve for a system exhibiting MS and K profiles as in (a) and 494 

(b) where the irreversible part is highlighted in red.  495 

FIG. 2. Schematics of the basic principle of graded anisotropy spring media, which show the 496 

possibility of keeping the same thermal stability (energy barrier) between two stable states 497 

while changing the required field to change the magnetization state [74]. 498 

FIG. 3.(a) Schematic of the depth-dependent exchange strength J normalized to its maximum 499 

for the (111) textured Nix(z)Cu1-x(z) thin alloy film devised in Ref. 97, whose layer stack is  500 

schematically shown as inset. (b), (c) Corresponding magnetization profiles at T = 0.84TC and 501 

T = 0.91TC. Adapted from Ref. 97. 502 

FIG. 4.(a) Schematic of the sample structure devised in Ref. 115 and relative magnetic 503 

moments above the critical temperature TC of the central graded interlayer. The corresponding 504 

exchange strength J profile of the Nix(z)Cu1-x(z) interlayer is displayed directly into (a). (b) shows 505 

schematically the respective relative orientations of the magnetic moments throughout the 506 

entire stack for T < TC of the central Nix(z)Cu1-x(z) graded interlayer. 507 
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FIG. 5. (a) Schematic of the layer stack studied in Ref. 119, while (b) shows the Cr content 508 

depth profile of the CoCr graded magnetic layer. (c) – (i) shows data for the sample with Cr 509 

concentrations xc = 0.28. (c)  XRD θ-2θ scans normalized to the intensity of the Ag (220) peak. 510 

(d) Color-coded maps of the RT-IP angular dependence of the magnetization measured from 511 

saturation down to remanence [119]. (e) Corresponding least-squares fits of the data in (d) 512 

based upon the minimization of the total energy using a macrospin model [98]. (f) VSM-RT 513 

hysteresis loops (black dots) and MOKE measurements (red dashed lines) along the EA. The 514 

data are normalized according to Ref. 119. (g) Field- and temperature-dependence of the EA-515 

magnetization for the hysteresis loop branches with decreasing field strengths: M/MS equal to 516 

1 represents positive magnetic saturation PP (yellow colour), −1 indicates negative saturation 517 

PN (blue colour), 0 corresponds to the antiparallel case AP (green colour). (h) and (i) field-518 

dependent magnetic depth profile as determined from PNR data. Adapted from Ref. 119. 519 

FIG. 6. (a) Schematic of the sample structure studied in Ref. 139. (b) displays the corresponding 520 

exchange strength J profile of the multilayer structure. (c) An illustration of the temperature 521 

dependence of the magnetization in two distinct alloy samples sharing the same material 522 

stoichiometry as in (a). (d) depicts schematically the magnetization depth profiles of the 523 

multilayers [139]. 524 

FIG. 7. (a) Schematic of the layer growth sequence for the samples studied in Ref. 144 . On the 525 

right the Ru modulations for the λ = 10 nm and λ = 5 nm cases. (b) normalized XRD θ–2θ 526 

scans to the intensity of the Ag (220) peaks. (c)-(d) angular dependence of the normalized 527 

magnetization as a function of the IP applied field angle and strength for λ = 10 nm (c), λ = 20 528 

nm (d); (e)-(f) show the corresponding least-squares fits of the data using a macrospin model 529 

[98]. (g) Temperature-dependent magnetizations of the modulated and reference homogenous 530 

alloy samples, as measured by SQUID in µ0H = 5 mT. Adapted from Ref. 144 and 150. 531 

FIG. 8. PNR data, measured at T = 50 K in µ0H = 500 mT along the EA, for λ = 10 nm (a), λ 532 

= 5 nm (c), which were fitted using the scattering length density (black straight lines) and 533 

magnetization depth profiles (red straight lines) of (b) and (d). (e) Schematic representing the 534 

unit cell used for the Mean Field (MF) model [144]. (f) Exchange strength J profile of the 535 

model unit cell. (g) Local Curie temperature modulation ΔtC as a function of exchange 536 

delocalization distance ddl. Solid lines correspond to the MF model. Open symbols correspond 537 

to measured values from Ref. 144. Yellow shaded area indicates range of uncertainty in ddl 538 

corresponding to two standard deviations. Adapted from Ref. 144 and 150. 539 
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FIG. 9. (a) Schematic view of SW excitation for a ferromagnetic film with a continuous 540 

variation of M along the thickness. The circular arrows indicate the magnetic field lines around 541 

the electric leads. (b) Schematic representation of the corresponding magnetization profile 542 

M(z). (c) Exemplar Damon–Eshbach (DE) SW dispersion [176] of a film exhibiting the 543 

magnetization profile in (b). The points refer to DE modes for the respective cases of a positive 544 

+k (blue) and negative -k (yellow). 545 

FIG. 10. (a) the left shows a bilayer system in which the DMI vector d is at the Co/Pt interface. 546 

The right part shows a schematic of an “all-interface-bulk” metamaterial FM1-x-yAxBy (FM = 547 

ferromagnet and A ≠ B = heavy metals), with arrows mimicking the mesoscopic DMI dn in the 548 

entire structure. (b) displays 3D-plot created from sets of (A at.%, B at.%, depth of FM1-x-549 

yAxBy) triples. (c) The upper part shows a cross sectional view of a skyrmion while the bottom 550 

displays three nanostripes hosting different skyrmion densities due to the different 551 

compositional profile within each stripe.  552 
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